Focus on 5

5 insights into data remediation
Belying its name, structured data is
organized in fields, tables, rows, and
columns and is pretty easy going.
It is planned ahead of time, is often
self-describing, and relies on a
documented data model. Fixed
in fields and stored in defined
data containers, it is reliable and
often valuable.
Unstructured data, such as emails,
video, voicemails, social media posts,
and contracts, can be more troublesome. Not just because it can lose its
value faster than a car or a computer,
but because there is so much of it.
Data volume is estimated to be
doubling every two years,
80 percent of it unstructured.1

Organizations have to govern,
manage, and secure everything from
videos and presentations to
employee data and file backups.
Unstructured data is also easily lost
and forgotten. Lots of it. Duplicate
documents, ancient project
iterations, and the digital detritus of
departed employees, among others,
all contribute to confusion, cost, and
legal and regulatory liability.
Data remediation can help organizations improve the disposition and,
more broadly, the management of
runaway data volumes. By employing
data segmentation and classification
tools and techniques, remediation

can guide decisions on what to
collect, what to keep, where to keep
it, and what data can be defensibly
deleted from legal and regulatory
compliance perspectives.
Organizations that want to explore
the potential of data remediation
can benefit from five insights on
what it takes to build a robust,
repeatable, and defensible data
remediation program designed
to help increase value and
mitigate risks.

1 ”The data deluge: Five years on.” The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016, https://www.slideshare.net/
economistintelligenceunit/the-data-deluge-five-years-on
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Unstructured data is everywhere,
and often not valid for business use
“ROT” is an accepted acronym for redundant, obsolete, and trivial data
ROT data is the 80 percent or so of
unstructured—and unprotected—
data that is beyond its recommended retention period and no longer
useful to the business. Whatever the
case, ROT data can contain sensitive
information and may not be
maintained appropriately.2
The reasons ROT exists are both
predictable and varied. Data has
not been organized or classified
consistent with policy, and it may
be inaccessible, orphaned, or
redundant. Sources, context, ownership, and authenticity are often
difficult to verify and the data itself
may not be aligned with business
use or regulatory requirement.

Instances of what might be termed
“rogue ROT,” violations of the
organization’s acceptable-use
policies, can also appear on systems.
Perhaps it’s an outlaw MP3 collection
of classic rock music or an illegal
copy of a movie.
Why does such data exist? No one
may have been assigned
responsibility to manage it or
enforce policy. Perhaps employees
have not been made aware of or
trained in the organization’s records
and information management rules,
or they choose to ignore those
policies. Sometimes data simply

becomes useless due to the loss of
context and inability to easily expose
content to users.
All these factors contribute to the
substantial volume of “dark data”
found in organizations—“vast pools
of untapped, largely unprotected
data.”3 Dark data can comprise more
than 80 percent of enterprise data,
contributing to an “analytics deficit”
where organizations have too much
data and insufficient insights from it.4
It is a very real and present issue for
organizations, posing more risk and
cost than opportunity.

Structured data

Unstructured and
unprotected data

2 “The ROI for Information Governance: Reduce Risk, Organize Infrastructure & Increase the Value of Your Data.”
Scott Friedman, Document Media, July 27, 2015, https://documentmedia.com/article-1958-The-ROI-for-Information-Governance-Reduce-Risk-Organize-Infrastructure-Increase-the-Value-of-Your-Data.html
3 “The Dangers of Dark Data and How to Minimized Your Exposure,” Ed Tittel, CIO Magazine, September 24, 2014,
https://www.cio.com/article/2686755/the-dangers-of-dark-data-and-how-to-minimize-your-exposure.html.
4 “Shedding Light on the Problem of Dark Data,” Karen A. Frenkel, CIO Insight, 5-13-2016,
https://www.cioinsight.com/it-strategy/big-data/slideshows/shedding-light-on-the-problem-of-dark-data.html.
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Data demands compel tough choices
Organizations are increasingly facing a dilemma.
Should they continue to add more storage or
should a move to the cloud be considered?

Organizations are increasingly facing
a dilemma. Should they continue to
add more storage or should a move
to the cloud be considered?
Data overload is in one sense a
capacity issue. Adding servers and
storage to handle increased data
volumes requires capital. It is also
increasingly risky as servers and
storage platforms age and
eventually lose support. The growth
of cloud computing continues to
impact the market for on-premise
storage solutions by pressuring
market support for these
technologies.
Either choice could be appropriate
for an organization depending on
circumstances. What is not
appropriate is failure to recognize
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the opportunity to fix and address
some of the core issues that are
contributing to the inability to
manage data volume increases
effectively.
Basic data governance is a challenge
for many companies, raising
questions about how data should
be handled, who owns it, and
whether it’s needed for regulatory
or legal purposes. Other important
questions include how much
personally identifiable information
(PII) and protected health
information (PHI) exist in the data
and is it subject to specific handling
requirements. Increasing oversight
is a concern—legal holds and
regulatory obligations compound
the difficulty, cost, and urgency of
identifying, collecting, and searching
through data.

“Store everything” used to seem like
the safest approach. However,
growing volumes of data make that
option less sustainable, as it raises
costs and impedes efforts to extract
value from and disposition
unneeded data.
Amid these conditions, neither the
continued use of local storage nor a
bold move to the cloud offers an
especially promising scenario. There
is another way, however.
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Segmentation breeds understanding
Ultimately, a decision on whether to move data to the cloud
is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Instead, it can be the result
of a disciplined segmentation process that determines what data:

Needs to be at hand
for day-to-day
requirements

Needs to be secured for
legal, regulatory, and
just-in-case purposes

Organizations often employ
machine learning to analyze data
and make such determinations.
However, this approach becomes
problematic because much, if not
most, of the data ends up being
ROT. Thus, expensive resources
are often applied unnecessarily.
In contrast, segmentation begins
with a scan of data to capture
metadata that identifies its origin
and characteristics. This step
creates a platform for targeted use
of advanced analytics in an effort
to discover and uncover content
and value.

Should be stored
in an enterprise
archive system

Next, using custom taxonomies,
lexicons, and data models, an
organization can segment data into
active business data, business records,
and ROT data. The creation of
taxonomies is a critical step in the
process, as it assigns meaningful,
reliable identifiers to data that is
being shared.
Active business data includes data
that has been created or modified
recently, as well as active project
data and data being actively shared
among employees. Reference
material and critical system data
also fall into this category.

Can be safely deleted

As noted, ROT data can include
data that violates acceptable-use
guidelines or exists beyond its
required retention period. Other
forms include programs and
installers, backups and temporary
files, and former-employee home
directories (i.e., private storage
space for each employee on a
network file system.)
Segmentation in this context
represents a vital and cost-saving
step in the process of data
remediation, laying the groundwork
for data classification and defensible
disposition.

Business records comprise data that
needs to be kept but is not actively
being used. It includes data on
dormant and completed projects,
regulatory data, and duplicate data,
all of which need to be held within
established record retention periods.
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Classification creates order
Once data is segmented, the detailed work of indexing,
classifying, and determining the fate of the data can proceed.
In this approach, data models are
developed to classify non-ROT
data and robust statistical data
sampling tools are used by skilled
professionals to assess the quality
of the classifications. Active data and
business records are then scanned
for PII and PHI, if required.

defensible manner. Finally, it is
important that personnel be trained
on the classification methodology
and the organization’s content
management platform so data
can be managed effectively going
forward and not fall into a similar
data wasteland.

Next, business records are archived
to the company’s system of choice
and ROT is dispositioned in a

The potential benefits of this
classification process and the
overall remediation efforts can
be considerable, including:

Reduced costs. Hard-cost savings associated with technology and
storage infrastructure, eDiscovery, and litigation can be captured.
Reduced legal and regulatory risks. Dispositioning of information past
its intended retention period can reduce data exposure and support
compliance in the event of internal audit, General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) investigation, breach response, and otherwise.
Increased productivity. Indexed, trusted data can accelerate
retrieval of relevant information, fueling better business process
execution and even supporting innovation through information
awareness.
Sustained governance. Improved enterprise content management
can strengthen future data governance.
Improved security. Disposition of ROT can reduce the potential impact
of data breaches and a resulting legal or regulatory investigation.
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A strategic approach, defensibility,
and certain capabilities are essential
Carefully considered remediation is a core tenet
of information management strategy.
The remediation process itself
should conform to business
information classification principles
that the organization uses as it
conducts business. This classification creates the foundation to
build a well-defined, repeatable
process that is informed both by
the needs of the business and legal
and regulatory compliance.
Another core tenet of information
management and remediation is
defensibility. Organizations have
information management policies
that include business-use features
as well as regulatory requirements
and legal holds. Emerging
regulations (e.g., GDPR) require
that organizations follow their
information retention schedules.
Legal holds require that information
responsive to a litigation,
investigation, or other inquiry be
preserved, sometimes outside of
prescribed retention. This creates
the opportunity for conflict between
legal requirements.

Transparency, documentation,
process repeatability, and a defined
methodology support defensible
decision-making that fulfills business
needs and supports compliance in
the event of future legal or
regulatory challenges. The
organization can explain how
decisions were made, based on
what information, what rules were
applied, and who signed off on the
decision – all important information
management factors, especially in
highly regulated industries.
The scale required for a successful
remediation project can be
intimidating, both in terms of raw
processing power and the amount
of decisioning applied against the
data. Specific capabilities required
to process and analyze data include:

Of course, people apply the
technologies, drive the analysis, and
quality control the outcomes.
Essential skills for project personnel
include understanding the nature of
the information under remediation,
how to apply analytics, which tools
and techniques to use, and how to
validate and control the outcomes
produced. Without knowledge of
how the business uses the data
itself, analytics can be much less
useful. Meetings with individual
business units to understand their
structuring of the data, key terms or
concepts to help define the category
of data, and other insights can lead
to the development of much more
robust analytical models.

• Cloud processing capability
and higher-order indexing,
which provide flexible scale
not available in previous
technology architectures.
• Data analytics, segmentation,
and machine learning, which
can quickly provide for
required decisioning.
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My take:
The time for remediation is now
Data volumes will continue to grow exponentially
without the proper governance in place.
Central to managing data is understanding its value, or lack thereof, and
its potential risk—factors that can guide what to keep and how to keep it.
Data remediation helps organizations reinforce their data stores and
comply with legal and regulatory obligations appropriately. Remediation
reduces storage footprints and associated costs. It supports identification
of data that may be sensitive, dangerous, valuable, or improperly secured
and directs that data to the proper endpoint. Finally, remediation helps
clear the path and facilitate migration to future information platforms,
such as cloud, so that the right information is made available faster to
the organizational personnel who need it, supporting a clean start in a
new environment.
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